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ABSTRACT
Despite the merits of digitisation in private and professional spaces, critical infrastructures and societies are increasingly exposed to cyberattacks. Thus, Computer Emergency Response Teams (CERTs) are deployed in many countries and organisations to enhance the preventive and reactive capabilities against cyberattacks. However, their tasks are getting more complex by the increasing amount and varying quality of information disseminated into public channels. Adopting the perspectives of Crisis Informatics and safety-critical Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) and based on both a narrative literature review and group discussions, this paper first outlines the research agenda of the CYWARN project, which seeks to design strategies and technologies for cross-platform cyber situational awareness and actor-specific cyber threat communication. Second, it identifies and elaborates eight research challenges with regard to the monitoring, analysis and communication of cyber threats in CERTs, which serve as a starting point for in-depth research within the project.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy → Human and societal aspects of security and privacy → Usability in security and privacy
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1 Introduction
In a globalised world with a growing number of cyber threat situations, citizens and states are faced with a multitude of challenges [1]. This has been brought back to public attention not least by the WannaCry ransomware in 2017, which infected over 230,000 computers in over 150 countries, or the doxing of German politicians, journalists and celebrities in 2018/19. Such cyber-attacks pose an increasing threat to socio-cultural infrastructures, as they can cause a breakdown of important communication channels, the disclosure of personal data and the failure of critical infrastructures (CI). Technological developments in the context of digitalisation, such as the Internet of Things [2] or smart cities, enable ever greater connectivity in private and professional contexts. This effect is amplified by the current and global COVID-19 pandemic, whereby parts of business (e.g. home office) and public life
Especially media and information infrastructures are threatened by cyber-attacks, as they are increasingly built on IT infrastructures, and the potential danger of cybercrime for citizens, authorities and companies is increasing [4]. Subsequently, the detection and analysis of and defence against such attacks are an important basis for civil security. This is particularly important against the background of a growing frequency and professionalisation of cyber-attacks, the diversity of threats as well as an increasing interconnectedness of data infrastructures. This is where the Computer Emergency Response Teams (CERTs) come into play. They describe themselves as "the central contact point for preventive and reactive measures in the event of security-relevant incidents in computer systems" [5]. Amongst others, state-level CERTs provide cyber security reports for ministries, consult small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), including critical infrastructure (CI) providers, with regard to security incidents or provide information on how to better protect against cyber threats for citizens. The German federal administration provides an interesting case as it facilitates the collaboration between independent cybersecurity organisations for the 16 states and the federal government. The states are represented by 13 CERTs within the public administrations or in state companies, whereas the federal CERT-Bund is integrated in the Federal Office for Information Security (BSI). The individual CERTs are part of the Administrative CERT Network (VCV) which provides an information exchange platform to institutionalise CERT partnerships.

By analysing the situation in cyberspace and issuing recommendations for action and warnings directed at different actors, such as citizens, authorities and CI operators, CERTs contribute significantly to raising awareness of cyber-attacks and threats. However, CERTs face major challenges in this context, which must be overcome by new strategies, methods and technologies. This paper sets up the research agenda of the CYWARN project and seeks to identify and elaborate these challenges, such as the gathering and analysis of a multitude of confusing information in complex cyber situations, inter-organisational collaboration with other CERTs and the BSI for effective incident management [6], actor-specific communication to affected stakeholders as well as the protection of sensitive data and compliance with data protection regulations [7]. First, it will present related work (Section 2) and the method (Section 3) of this paper. Second, it will present the research agenda of the CYWARN project including goals, the security scenario and planned innovations (Section 4). Thereafter, the paper discusses the identified research challenges (Section 5) and finishes with a short conclusion (Section 6).

2 Related Work

The organisation, collaboration and technology use of spatially and temporally distributed emergency response teams in general and specifically in the public sector is researched extensively within the domains of HCI and CSCW [8]–[10]. There has been substantial research on how technology design and use influences and supports response teams, their workflows and collaborative work [8]. In this sense, collaboration can be described as the development of a set of common practices to monitor individual behaviour and enable task coordination as well as flexible division of labour. Furthermore, technology provides a set of tools through which certain activities within the present setting become visible or publicly accessible. To allow effective crisis management, the practices are developed to be staff-independent so that adoption by newcomers without previous collaboration and without much explanation is possible [12].

2.1 Organisation of State CERTs

Incident response in uncertain and tense situations has been studied in HCI with regard to natural and man-made disasters, focusing on the collaboration between different emergency services as well as with citizens [13]–[15]. In terms of cyber incident response, state-level CERTs have become important organisations to protect citizens, public administration and CI against cyberattacks and their potential real-world impact [16]. CERTs are found in public and private organisations, providing a variety of proactive and reactive services [17] to achieve their goal "to be a focal point for preventing, receiving and responding to computer security incidents" [5]. Existing work has been emphasising the necessity of collaboration between the different CERTs as well as with other security experts and volunteers [18], [19]. Comparing national security strategies, Boeke [20] has highlighted that due to the state’s size, Estonian cyber security largely relies on the help of state-directed civilian volunteers and international cooperation. In the United Kingdom, studies have found that cybersecurity is the task of the private sector with less importance of state interference as a consequence of privatising communication infrastructure [21].

With regard to German state CERTs, research has focused on the implications of the federal structure for cyber security [22]. Legal experts have suggested a reform of the federal security architectures due to the increasing challenges of cyber security, effectively integrating the local and state level response into national security strategy [23]. In this context, studies also showed that a decentralised approach to security can also improve crisis response [24]. Distributed management as well as information and experience sharing has shown to positively impact effectiveness of cyber security [23]. Van der Kleij [25, pp. 6–7] identified additional factors influencing the performance of CERTs such as “coordination and sharing information with outside parties”, “collaborative problem-solving capacity and shared incident awareness” and “organisational and incident learning”. This is supported by Ahmad [26], who suggests double-loops for learning, meaning that the learning should not only be about individual incidents but also systematic response structures. Furthermore, the participation in cyber security defence competitions for simulation training is also desirable [27]. To create educational simulations for the training of municipal security experts for effective defence, Gedris et al. [28] derived design implications for cyber security scenarios that reflect the complex socio-technical context of public infrastructure.
2.2 Technology and Collaboration of CERTs

To fulfil their tasks and enhance cyber incident response, CERTs use a variety of different technologies, especially Cyber Threat Intelligence (CTI) platforms; moreover, to facilitate collective crisis management, they maintain cross-organisational collaboration with other CERTs and external stakeholders [29]. Incident monitoring has shown to become more complex due to increasing digitisation and services that CERTs have to provide. Often, procedures for incident reporting and management are not standardised, and sometimes there are legal and psychological constraints to reporting due to data protection and company policies [30]. Receiving and analysing threat incident information necessitates additional security infrastructure and access for CERTs, such as information on network traffic [31], deep packet inspection [32], and the use of machine learning to support incident detection [33].

Padayachee and Worku [34] highlight that collaboration among CERTs offers advantages, as they are more easily alerted to large-scale cyber security incidents and better capable to manage them adequately. Whereas many private and governmental actors still manage cyber security incidents individually, interconnected networks can be better protected against internationally operating criminal groups with a shift towards cross-organisational information exchange [35]. Khurana et al. [36] propose the prototype “Plantir” to facilitate effective multi-site cyber incident response including a collaborative workspace for discussions and data exchange. The authors highlight that trust between organisations is a central precondition for the sharing of incident data.

Despite the identified need for cross-organisational collaboration and information exchange between cyber security organisations like CERTs [25], cooperation between law enforcement agencies has remained at the focus of study [37], [38]. In the German CERT architecture, the communication between the federal and the state-level CERTs as well as the private CERTs is considered as pivotal to achieve situational awareness on the scope and severity of incidents and decide on adequate measures [39], [40]. After the initial establishment of CERTs in Germany, Kossakowski [16] observed that additionally to scarce time resources, also insufficient trust relationships impaired cooperation. Thus, the work of security experts consists of “heterogenous bundles of practices” for the shared commitment towards cyber security [41]. Therefore, our research project takes the organisational structure and the use of technology into account.

3 Method

We conducted a narrative literature review and group discussions to develop the research agenda of the CYWARN project and identify research challenges for developing CERT-focused strategies and technologies for cross-platform cyber situational awareness and actor-specific cyber threat communication. First, narrative literature reviews aim to summarise prior knowledge, address a broad scope of questions or topics, usually deploy a selective search strategy and integrate both conceptual and empirical work [42]. We used Google Scholar to search for domain-specific (i.e. crisis informatics, cyber situational awareness and cyber threat communication) and method-specific (i.e. supervised machine learning, visual analytics and technology assessment) literature, focusing on method applications within the present domain.

Second, following the search process, we conducted multiple group discussions among the authors. These discussions did not follow a predefined structure but were designed to achieve a first sketch of the research idea and then iteratively integrate and revise our findings into the final research agenda (Section 4) and distinct research challenges (Section 5). Both results serve as a starting point for more comprehensive and rigorous research within the three-year CYWARN project, including systematic literature reviews, qualitative and quantitative empirical research, design science research, usability and user experience research as well as technology assessment.

4 Results I: The Research Agenda

The aim of CYWARN is to develop strategies and technologies for CERTs to analyse and communicate the cyber-situation. This helps to improve the early detection of cyber threats (preparation) and the implementation of countermeasures (response) to protect media and information infrastructures by CERTs. The process is supported by a novel demonstrator and includes (I) the automated collection and integration of data from public and closed sources, (II) the intra- and inter-organisational data analysis with credibility assessment of content and sources using visual analytics and (III) the cross-channel communication of cyber threats to different stakeholders (e.g. citizens, authorities and CI operators) to enable them to best protect themselves. The social, practical and scientific relevance of the project is ensured by the work plan. It includes theory-oriented systematic literature studies, qualitative and quantitative empirical studies (WP1), participatory demonstrator and strategy developments (WP2, WP3), evaluations of acceptance and usability (WP4) and an assessment of the ethical, legal and social implications (WP5).

CYWARN aims to add value through strategies, methods and technologies for improved preparation and response to cyber threats. Crisis informatics has so far mainly focused on the use of social media by emergency services, especially fire departments and the police, in “physical” large-scale incidents and emergencies [14]. In contrast, CYWARN examines information sources in cyberspace more comprehensively in the sense of Open-Source Intelligence (OSINT) and, with CERTs, places a new actor at the centre of the research project that focuses on the “virtual” threat situation in cyberspace. In contrast to IT security, CYWARN does not intend to develop and investigate attack methods and means or protective measures. Instead, it aims to enhance civil security with regard to the protection of media and information infrastructures through socio-technical solutions and organisational strategies that improve the analysis of the cyber situation and the communication of cyber threats by CERTs. The project provides support for CERTs in their central activity of situation assessment, communication and coordination. The implementation of the suggested security measures is eventually carried out by IT security officers and IT service providers on the basis of CERT alerts.
4.1 Security Scenario

Even though concepts and technologies of information and IT security can improve the confidentiality, availability and integrity of socio-technical systems, absolute security in cyberspace cannot be guaranteed [43]. Therefore, threatened actors must be provided with warnings and recommendations for action to strengthen civil security in the sense of an early warning system but also in response to a cyber incident. The specific target group-oriented preparation of such notifications is a major challenge for CERTs, as the following security scenario illustrates.

First, detection and classification of security vulnerabilities and software: Based on the degree of distribution and the associated active support in security patch management by the responsible IT service provider, software is classified by CERTs as A-, B- or C-software. Microsoft Office, for example, is A-software because it is used in most private households as well as in companies and other organisations. It is also included in the standard scope of delivery of a workstation computer in state and local government, implemented by IT service providers and continuously supplied with software updates and security patches. An example of B-software would be software that is not needed by all users and is provided by the IT service provider upon request, i.e. it is not used in all public authorities. C-software, on the other hand, is only used by individual organisations and often has to be managed and provided with updates by the using organisation itself.

Second, monitoring and analysis of the cyber situation: A security vulnerability in A-software thus affects most users at first glance. Due to increasing digitisation, the number of hardware and software that CERTs have to keep an eye on in order to detect security vulnerabilities at an early stage is growing. This takes place mainly through manual monitoring of software manufacturers’ websites as well as of posts on social media and technology blogs. Manually collecting and evaluating information from an increasing number of different information channels represents an immense effort, which is why the focus is primarily on identifying security vulnerabilities in A-software. In the absence of automated methods for the collection and evaluation of data sources, it is becoming increasingly difficult for CERTs to identify and communicate security vulnerabilities in B- and C-software in a timely manner. There is also the challenge of assessing the credibility of vulnerability reports unless they are published by the software or hardware manufacturer itself. Often, due to a multitude of citations on different sites on the internet, the original source of the report is difficult to find and even if it can be located, its competence and credibility is often difficult to assess. However, undetected security vulnerabilities can have serious consequences for infrastructures even in B- and C-software. Security vulnerabilities in less common software could, for example, be used to penetrate critical information infrastructures of the Ministry of the Environment or a CI operator. Taking the example of the Ministry of the Environment and its competent authority for chemical safety, the Darmstadt Regional Council, vacant security gaps that are already known to criminals or terrorists but have not yet been patched or shut down quickly enough could have consequences for the control of chemical safety at chemical plants. Such a situation would quickly expand from the cyber security realm, which integrates cybercrime as a law enforcement challenge, into the area of fire- and disaster-control.

Third, prioritised cross-actor communication of cyber-threats: In addition to the timely detection of vulnerabilities in B- and C-software, other significant challenges are both the appropriate assessment, including a preliminary evaluation of the criticality and urgency of vulnerabilities (e.g. taking into account the CVSS score, which is an open framework for communicating the characteristics and extent of software vulnerabilities) and the communication of vulnerabilities to those affected for effective and timely remediation. CERTs are faced with an increasing number of different stakeholders whose information interests must be taken into account depending on the situation. These include not only the state and local governments (and also subgroups of authorities with a prominent role in security situations, such as the police, the judiciary and MPs), CI operators and the IT service providers of the state and local governments but also politicians and citizens. In the event of a vulnerability in B- or C-software at the Ministry of the Environment, CERT staff would therefore not only have to instruct often less trained staff but also assess the damage and communicate it to other departments. They would not be able to take action at the Ministry of Environment themselves and would therefore have to rely on the proper implementation of measures by the information security officer and the IT service providers. If several serious vulnerabilities arise within a short period of time, additional concepts for the sequence of processing must be developed and prioritisation of reports to the actors must be carried out.

4.2 Planned Innovations

In CYWARN, strategic, methodological and technological solutions are created that seek to optimise the information collection and analysis processes of CERTs and make them future-proof. The protection of media and information infrastructures is supported by communication and processing procedures involving diverse actors. The CYWARN architecture will be based on five sub-goals, which are designed, implemented, evaluated and improved through iterative computer and social science research:

First, a framework that focuses on the systematic collection, analysis and evaluation of data from public sources (blogs, feeds, photo and video portals, sensors, social media, websites) in the sense of an open-source intelligence approach to create a cyber situation picture. Although the focus is on cyber threats and CERTs, a framework transferable to other domains is sought through the continuous involvement of associated partners. While previous research in crisis informatics has mainly focused on the analysis of social media in disaster situations, the novel framework of CYWARN includes additional public data sources and complements the scenario of security-critical incidents in cyberspace.

Second, empirical insights about the intra- and inter-organisational analysis and communication of cyber threats and security vulnerabilities in CERTs, also in cooperation with the CERT-Bund and the BSI, as well about expectations and current practices of authorities, citizens and CI operators with regard to the
communication of cyber threats. In CYWARN, these findings will be used to serve as the basis for the user-oriented development of novel strategies and technologies for CERTs to enhance civil security, to expand the current state of research through scientific publications and to communicate lessons learned to CERTs citizens, and other relevant stakeholders.

Third, long-term organisational strategies for CERTs, considering the advancing digitisation, connectivity and constant change of the technology landscape, for systematic intra- and inter-organisational analysis and early warning, especially in cooperation with the BSI and other CERTs, as well as for the communication of cyber threats to external actors, e.g. citizens, authorities and CI operators. This includes the selection and (further) development of exchange formats and of novel best practices and guidelines for inter-organisational cooperation and external communication, considering the demonstrators tested in CYWARN as well as event-based, organisational and social frameworks.

Fourth, CYWARN intends to design methods for credibility analysis and prioritisation of public content and sources (with regard to cyber threats and security vulnerabilities), which combine metadata-based indicators and explainable machine learning (white-box approach) as a novel approach. This facilitates the optimisation of the classification quality compared to existing black-box approaches, which are difficult to understand for end users, establishes transparency for algorithmic decisions and allows to investigate its influence on the users’ acceptance of and trust in the algorithms and the entire CYWARN demonstrator.

Finally, a demonstrator for cross-media collection of public data sources (base module), real-time based and configurable visual analysis for early detection and prioritisation of cyber threats and vulnerabilities based on open and closed data sources (analysis module) and actor-specific communication of recommended actions, awareness raising measures, situation reports and alerts (communication module). Through a high degree of automation and the use of templates, the demonstrator enables CERTs to identify, analyse and communicate cyber threats and vulnerabilities more effectively and efficiently.

5 Results II: Identified Research Challenges
Based on the overall research agenda, we elaborated eight distinct research challenges combined with information on how CYWARN will attempt to overcome these challenges.

5.1 Using Crisis Informatics, Communication and Situational Awareness Research (C1)
Research over the past 20 years shows that prevention, management and recovery in disasters, crises and emergencies are increasingly dependent on ICT [43]. Crisis informatics, at the intersection between computer science and social sciences, has primarily investigated the use of social media with regard to disaster scenarios, usage patterns, roles or perceptions [44], [14]. The domain has explored the use of social media in the context of physical, natural (e.g. wildfires, earthquakes, landslides, floods or hurricanes) or anthropogenic crises (e.g. building collapses, bombings or shootings) [13], [14]. In addition to the potentials of citizen self-organisation and official crisis communication via social media [45], [46], emergency services are faced with the question of how user-generated information (e.g. eyewitness reports, photos, videos and status updates [47]) can contribute to an improvement of crisis communication and situational awareness [48], [40].

In CYWARN, crises are investigated that originate from cyberspace but have an impact on physical space (e.g. infestation of end devices, failure of critical communication or power infrastructures), thus bringing CERTs to the fore as a unit of hazard protection. This will involve basics of cyber situational awareness, including the elements of network awareness (assets and defence capability), threat awareness (attack methods and vulnerabilities), operational awareness and prediction of the future situation [49].

5.2 Open-Source Intelligence for the Collection of Cyber Information (C2)
For the technical establishment of the cyber situation picture, open and closed data sources must first be collected. While CERTs already have internal closed data sources, open data sources are usually evaluated manually. Nevertheless, for example, there are already initial approaches to extract cyber threats and security vulnerabilities from Twitter [50]. In crisis informatics, however, it has been noted that different social media are used for different purposes and therefore cross-source strategies and technologies are needed to support situational awareness [51]. Furthermore, information relevant to CERTs is often published outside social media. The CYWARN project therefore pursues the goal of enabling the search for and creative combination of publicly accessible information [52], i.e. from blogs, feeds and websites in addition to social media, in a semi-automated manner and integrating it into a cyber situation picture. For this purpose, official developer interfaces (application programming interfaces) should essentially be used, but if necessary, alternative access options (e.g. analysis of website code) are also to be developed, taking into account legal framework conditions [53].

5.3 Filtering and Prioritisation of Relevant Cyber Information (C3)
The analysis of social media in professional and private contexts as well as in large-scale disaster situations is already subject to the challenge that the large quantity of media and text information, also called big social data or big crisis data [54], [55], generated across platforms such as Facebook, Twitter and YouTube, can lead to information overload and can thus no longer be analysed by individuals or organisations [56], [57]. If social media are now supplemented by other public sources, this problem intensifies. In addition to legal, personal, organisational and strategic factors of information exploitation [47], [58], technical support solutions can contribute to reducing information overload [59], [60].

Research shows that technical support solutions can be used to reduce the amount of data by means of a thought-out usability, configurable filtering mechanisms, duplicate detection, classifiers to automatically hide irrelevant information, grouping of similar messages and information summaries [61], [62]. Artificial
intelligence approaches show that very accurate models for the automatic classification of relevant information can be developed efficiently by including text and metadata and using active learning, even though domain requirements must be taken into account in the learning process of the model [63]. In CYWARN, in addition to usability and configurable filter mechanisms, a model for classifying relevant information with regard to cyber threats and security gaps will be tailored in order to contribute to the strategic prioritisation of cyber information.

5.4 Indicator- and Learning-based Credibility Assessment of Cyber Information (C4)

After collection and filtering, the quality of information needs to be assessed. In existing research, information quality in social media has been operationalised as a multidimensional construct of credibility, relevance, completeness, comprehensibility and timeliness of information [64], [65]. While the relevance of information is already addressed in the context of data filtering, CERTs need to be supported in the credibility assessment of sources and content. Existing research shows that (journalistic) gatekeeping, algorithmic supervised machine learning solutions for the automatic assessment of credibility criteria, indicator-based visual assistance systems such as TrustyTweet or the improvement of media literacy can contribute to the assessment of information quality [66]–[69]. As previous machine learning approaches are predominantly implemented as a black box, the user does not gain insight into the decision criteria of the underlying model, which can limit the trust in the decision made and complicates the improvement of model quality [62]. In CYWARN, a novel approach is implemented combining an indicator-based approach with an explainable white-box learning approach [66].

5.5 Visual Analysis of the Cyber Situation (C5)

Not only the filtering and analysis of social media data but also the visualisation of the large amounts of unstructured data is difficult [57]. Visual analytics combines automatic analysis techniques with interactive visualisations to enable effective comprehension, inference and decision-making based on large and complex data sets. In interviews, emergency response teams also confirmed that they lack technologies, methods and expertise for collecting, filtering and visualising social media data [58]. In research, there already exist approaches to visualise crisis-related information by means of augmented reality in order to reduce the cognitive load of emergency managers when processing the information [70]. Furthermore, the first systems for visualising geodata and the emotionality of tweets have been developed in the research field of visual analytics [71]. However, it is still unclear how social media data and, in the broader sense of the application, open-source data can be used for the detection of cyber-attacks and how the data would have to be visually processed so that a clear cyber situation picture can be conveyed that supports decision-making processes. Here, CYWARN plans to contribute to a comprehensible visualisation by initially incorporating the state of the art of visual analytics research and then extending it via evaluation studies.

5.6 Cross-Actor Communication of Cyber Threats and Warnings (C6)

In crisis informatics, there are numerous case studies in which the dissemination of content on social media was examined before, during and after crisis situations. A large number of these case studies focus on Twitter communication during man-made crises, such as the terrorist attacks in Brussels [72], and during natural disasters, such as hurricane Harvey [73]. Influential actors in crisis communication have already been identified as well as typical content that is observable over the course of crises [74]. In this context, it has been shown that emotional messages in particular spread faster during crisis situations [75]. In addition, other factors such as the length of the message, the addition of URLs, images and videos as well as the number of followers of the authors play an important role in the effective dissemination of crisis-related information [76]. Furthermore, depending on sociodemographic factors (e.g. age, education, gender, income or region) citizens use different media, such as crisis apps, radio, social media, television or websites, to stay informed during crises [77], [78]. However, little attention has been paid to cyber threat communication yet. In particular, there is a lack of research on the effective and targeted dissemination of cyber alerts to specific actors, as most studies to date have focused on how to reach the largest possible user base on social media. CYWARN seeks to address this research gap.

5.7 Organisational and Strategic Integration of Cyber Threat Technology (C7)

Even if technological innovations, which are planned in CYWARN, promise added value for the analysis of the cyber situation, they must be in line with organisational, social and strategic factors of the CERTs. In this context, mere adaptation to existing strategies is usually not sufficient, since the introduction of technology gives rise to new strategic requirements and patterns of use that were not or cannot be anticipated in advance [79], which is why CYWARN pursues integrated strategy and technology development. To implement the proposed strategies (see Section 2.2), plans and guidelines need to be drafted that support the achievement of organisational goals [80]. These should take into account the phases of the crisis management cycle (preparation, response and follow-up), the use of different technologies (existing and new technologies designed by CYWARN), organisational framework conditions (metrics, resources, roles and responsibilities) and collaboration with stakeholders (e.g. externally with authorities and citizens, as well as inter-organisationally with other CERTs).

With regard to the interaction with citizens, previous national and international comparative studies illustrate that German citizens in particular expect emergency services to continuously monitor social media and respond promptly to enquiries [81]. In CYWARN, attitudes and expectations of citizens with regard to the analysis and communication of cyber threats by CERTs will also be surveyed in order to derive implications for the implementation of the strategies [82], [83].
5.8 Ethical-Social Implications and Technology Assessment (C8)

Assessing ethical and social implications at an early stage in order to minimise undesirable consequences and thus ensure the acceptance and success of a project is an increasingly important requirement in research and development of technical artefacts in safety-critical HCI [84], [85]. This includes not only methods for privacy impact analysis (PIA), which addresses legal requirements, but also in particular the design of room for manoeuvre for users in the sense of a "decision architecture", which should prevent tragic decisions [86, p. 75]. In order to comply with the recommendations of the German Data Ethics Commission, the collection, storage and access to data must be reviewed iteratively, as the data processing methods used, such as machine learning algorithms and the interfaces for user interaction [87]. A range of methods has evolved to assess technology impacts early and iteratively during the design process: User-centred design approaches [88] and participatory co-design approaches [89], [90] have emerged from design research since the 1980s with the intent to anticipate users' practices and requirements, particularly by incorporating interdisciplinary user perspectives. This enables experimentation with scenarios and the facilitation of desirable technology use and socio-technical interaction [91, p. 5].

However, when designing crisis technologies, not only the interests of the direct users but also of indirect actors need to be taken into account. Value-Sensitive Design (VSD), a theory and method that systematically integrates the interests of direct and indirect participants (stakeholders) within the design process, is suitable for this purpose in order to incorporate values such as privacy and autonomy into technology design [92]. The method is particularly suitable for the iterative negotiation of conflicts between values, involving users, developers and designers [92], [93], [91]. VSD offers opportunities for these negotiations at different levels but is more commonly used in direct human-machine interaction, such as in medical technology development [94], [95]. In CYWARN, research is also being conducted into how ethical and social consequences of technology can be assessed at an early stage, particularly in the CERT context, and how, derived from this, contradictions in the requirements of direct and indirect stakeholders can be negotiated and balanced as far as possible. This includes their use practices of safety-critical information systems as well as the collection, analysis and visualisation of data from public and closed sources.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented the goals, scenario and planned innovations of the CYWARN project and identified eight research challenges for developing strategies and technologies in order to enhance the cross-platform cyber situational awareness and actor-specific cyber threat communication of CERTs. Using the lens of HCI, these challenges discuss a meaningful integration of humans and technology, including human-centred usage patterns, roles and perceptions (C1), semi-automatic data collection (C2), configurable, usable and transparent analytics (C3, C4, C5), actor-specific communication (C6), organisational integration (C7) and social implications (C8). However, the conducted narrative literature review does not "involve a systematic and comprehensive search of all relevant literature" [42] and the group discussions followed an open structure, lacking explicit and reproducible methods. Thus, based on these initial challenges, the project has started conducting systematic literature reviews on cyber situational awareness and cyber threat communication, performing qualitative expert interviews with German CERT personnel [4] and conceptualising a representative citizen survey. The theoretical and empirical insights will be used to design, implement and evaluate supportive strategies and technologies. Finally, the project will explore the transfer of results to enterprise-level CERTs, IT security advisors and other related organisations.
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